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THE DESERT QUEEN MINE, located at the Tonopah Historic Mining Park is the final headframe
and mine complex of the Foundation’s major rehabilitation projects at the Park. The size of these
projects is on a grand scale, not only in size but in cost as well. Photo by Eva La Rue.
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Tonopah Historic Mining Park Foundation

In Memory of John Fickewirth
It is with sadness that we share the news of
the loss of a respected THMPF Board member,
John Fickewirth. John passed suddenly from a
rapidly progressing medical issue identified in
the Fall of 2021. His enthusiasm for history of the
west, mining history in the Tonopah area, and
historic mining equipment restorations was and
remains an inspiration to us all.

Updates on Grants
THMPF successfully secured a grant from the
Commission for Cultural Centers and Historic
Preservation (CCCHP) for the reconstruction of
the trestle structure, which included the
stabilization and repair of the existing trestle at
the Silver Top mine complex, as well as some
stabilization work to the grizzly (ore house) and
the bridge from the headframe to the grizzly.
This work was completed in 2021, and we
thank the Town of Tonopah for their support and
assistance and Robison Engineering and
Simerson
Construction
for
their
tireless
dedication to these efforts. This teamwork
resulted in great plans that the State Historic &
Preservation Office supported, as well as
construction excellence and outcomes. We
also want to thank the Town of Tonopah and
the Tonopah High School wrestling team for
their work staining and preserving the newly
constructed trestle; this work is ongoing and
should be completed Summer 2022.
We are now advancing a new grant request
to complete the stabilization work on the Silver
Top mine complex, and to advance
stabilization of the Desert Queen mine complex.
We are hoping to be successful in this recent
grant application, and if so to begin this next
phase of work in the Fall 2022. We thank Robison
Engineering and Simerson Construction for their
continued interest in helping us with the
necessary design, construction plan, and other
details required in the grant requests.

Jim Marsh Donation of Two-Stamp Mill
Jim Marsh, a continued and sustaining
supporter of the Park, has recently donated a
two-stamp mill, which has been moved to the
Park by Stretch Baker (THMPF Board member)
and Jeff Martin (Town of Tonopah Park
manager) for reassembly. We are looking
forward to getting this reassembled near the
Mizpah headframe area for all to enjoy. This is
the second stamp mill that Mr. Marsh has
donated, and we are deeply thankful for his
generosity and dedication.

Exempt Purpose
The
Tonopah
Historic
Mining
Park
Foundation (EIN: 88-0464320) is a Nevada
corporation for public benefit, exempt under
section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code,
and organized exclusively for charitable and
educational purposes. Our mission is to preserve
Nevada’s mining history, heritage, and the life
surrounding it at the Tonopah Historic Mining
Park. Contributions may be tax deductible
pursuant to the provisions of Section 170(c) of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. §
170(c). For more information, please visit our
website at: www.tonopahminingpark.com
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Silver and Blood: The Sheriff Tom Logan Story (Part I of II)
By Jackie Boor, Great Granddaughter

powerful than any law
“This morning the neighborhood in the vicinity of
book sitting on a shelf.
the Jewel, a house of ill fame, was awakened
Between 1850 and 1890,
by five piercing shots, which rang out clear and
approximately
20,000
loud on the morning breeze, followed by the
men were killed in
screams of a woman. Upon arising the people
gunfights – an all-tooin that vicinity witnessed a struggle between
frequent method for
two men, both of whom were wet with human
settling disputes.
gore…” Manhattan News, April 7, 1906.
The first of seven children, Thomas Walter
Nearing the end of his third term in office,
Logan was born in Franktown, Nevada,
Nye County Sheriff Tom Logan would die from
southwest of Reno, on May 29, 1861. His rancher
his wounds that morning and the low-life
father was a man on the rise and was elected
gambler who shot an unarmed lawman would
Washoe County tax collector. Besides investing
be acquitted three months later. While more
in a mining corporation, he built one of the first
than a century has now passed, a whirlwind of
hotels on what was then Lake Bigler and now
questions and speculation persist to this day as
Lake Tahoe. His endeavors met with little
to what really happened in the then thriving
success – even though Mark Twain spoke highly
mining town of Manhattan, Nevada.
of his stays at the Logan Hotel. For the next ten
Before the California Gold Rush, mostly
years, Tom’s father chased fortune from one
settlers journeyed westward in the mid-1800s to
build lives on their own
terms. The prevailing
convention presumed
a stranger was honest
until proven otherwise.
A fellow traveler was
welcome to stop in for
water, food, or lodging.
Locks symbolized an
impeachment
of
mutual
trust
and
respect. A man’s word
was his bond and
treating others as one
would like to be
treated was the default
law
of
the
land.
However, with each
new strike, the lure of
precious
metal
attracted the bulk of
lawlessness that made
Sheriff Tom Logan stands third from left outside the Cosmopolitan Hotel and Saloon,
the West wild and a sixBelmont, Nevada ca.1902 (Source: Robert Gilbert Family).
shooter
often
more
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hint of the world-class mining camp about to
burst into being from what was then often
described the “unexplored desert.”
Among Sheriff Logan’s closest allies was
District Attorney Jim Butler, an agreeable,
rotund man with a walrus moustache, and
known to friends as “Lazy Jim.” The nickname
came about because he much preferred sitting
with cohorts and swapping stories to any type
of physical labor. Of the many accounts of how
Butler made the strike felt round the world, an
essay by an unknown author written in the early
1920s, captures as well as any,
the charmed happenstance of
Tonopah’s meteoric rise into
conspicuous glory:
…. the placer tailings stirred in
Jim’s blood and he packed his
burros and started for a new
camp known as Southern
Klondyke. It was a long trip and
Jim took it easy over the
Manhattan Mountains to Rye
Patch, where there was a little
desert spring known to the
Indians
as
Tonopah.
Jim
camped there for the night and
the next morning discovered his
burros were gone. He started out
to search for them. A brisk
Eureka
Weekly
Sentinel
breeze with an ounce of sand to
Sheriff Tom Logan with deputies, ca.1902
December 22, 1900
(Source: Logan Family Collection).
each cubic foot was blowing. The
burros had found shelter behind a ledge where
ownership of a Mineral Park grocery store. They
Jim found them. Appreciating their wisdom, he
returned to Central Nevada around 1892 where
sat down to wait out the wind, and as he sat,
Tom steadily gained status as a rancher and
chipped idly at the rock. The specimens looked
justice of the peace in Nye County.
promising so he dropped them in his pocket. This
During the fall of 1898, Tom ran for sheriff,
was on May 19th,1900….
narrowly defeating his predecessor, and was
sworn in to office on January 3, 1899. He took
Butler’s ore samples would assay at $75 to
charge of law enforcement and tax assessor
$575 per ton. Word began to spread that
duties for an 18,000 square mile district with a
summer and by late fall miners and prospectors
scattered population of barely a thousand
from all directions were drifting into Tonopah.
people. There was no railroad and the region
Tents sprang up and makeshift shelters were
was almost as free of crime as it was taxes.
crafted out of a menagerie of barrels, oil cans,
Increasingly, it was getting harder to find a
tarps and packing crates. Amazingly, in those
reason to stay in such a harsh environment
first few months, Butler granted more than 100
teetering on the verge of being reclaimed by
oral leases without the slightest scratch of a
earthly elements. Once productive mines had
pen. Soon to be elected the new District
long ago played out and formerly verdant
Attorney, Tasker Oddie oversaw management
rangelands had been depleted by overand meticulously logged pertinent details and
grazing. Other than the obsessive aspirations of
figures in a memorandum book. Hundreds of
diehard prospectors, there was not the slightest
thousands of sacks of ore were shipped,
boom camp to another hoping to strike it rich.
After several more mining and business ventures
– from Austin to Belmont to Pioche – failed to line
his pockets with riches, the family settled in what
is now Logandale, and took up ranching.
When Tom’s mother died in 1882, his griefstricken father hired Hannah Hamblin to care for
the younger Logan children. She and Tom
married the following spring and moved to
Northern Arizona to begin a family of their own.
Tom worked as a cowhand before taking
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checked, and paid for by Oddie
from the smelter returns, and in the
final settlement there was never
one dollar in dispute.
As for how Tom Logan fit into
Butler’s enterprise, no records were
found documenting interest in
these early claims, but that is not to
say
he
was
not
involved.
Handshake
agreements
were
commonplace and, with about 20
years of freight hauling experience,
Tom made quick use of his wagons
and teams. The Belmont Courier
reported on December 15, 1900,
“Sheriff TW Logan started for Eureka
on Tuesday last with a load of ore
from the Tonopah District. This is the
second load of ore shipped from
Tonopah.”
Against his wife’s wishes and God-fearing
sensibilities, Logan opened a saloon in the new
camp. Where Hannah saw debauchery and
the risk of getting killed, he saw a mining camp
vibrating with economic opportunity. He also
knew full well that trouble was more likely to
break-out after a hard day’s work once the
men were away from the mines. Although the
line between recreation and vice was a
perpetual and confounding blur, Tonopah’s
saloons
functioned
as
the
favored
headquarters for routine socializing and dealmaking.
Amid the muffled flutter of playing cards, the
plink of coins on a table top, the gurgling pour
of liquor, and the pungent, enveloping haze of
cigar smoke, the house endeavored to
maintain order by posting specific rules. These
guidelines minimally included: no credit, no
fisticuffs, no cheaters, and no brandished
firearms, plus all spit must be confined to a
cuspidor. Since an officer of the law was not
always nearby, this rudimentary system of selfgovernance required the occasional mustering
of collective muscle and brawn to toss any
rabble-rouser out of the premises. Hard feelings
were usually defused by a good night’s sleep
and a slack memory.
Sheriff Logan was elected to a second term
as Sheriff, which began in January of 1901. That
same month, a ferocious blizzard immobilized
the isolated population of about 80 residents for
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Sheriff Tom Logan’s The American Saloon, ca.1905
(Source: Logan Family Collection).

two weeks. With passages blocked, water
wagons from Rye Patch or freight haulers from
Sodaville – the closest rail point – could not
reach Tonopah. Snow was melted for drinking
water and food rationed. Disappearing staples
like flour, bacon and ham were replaced by
canned sardines, corned beef, dried peaches,
and rice until also depleted. Precious lumber
slated for construction was used to heat and
cook. Men would rotate standing close to a
stove and Tonopah soon had its first crime
wave: wood theft. Frost collected inside the
tents while fierce gusts of wind clawed from
every direction.
In the next five years, Tom would invest in
more than 20 Nye County mining locations in
partnership with many Nevada notables,
including Diamondfield Jack Davis and George
Wingfield. However, while those around him
that first brutal winter in Tonopah were focused
on their claims, he was likely watching the
horizon. Opportunists of both the law-abiding
and conniving sort were about to stream forth
in droves. Nevada-born and forged, he had
learned how to take matters in stride and trust
instincts fashioned by trial and error. As with any
impending desert storm, seasoned travelers
prepared long before the first gust of wind
tugged at their hat, but even Tom Logan could
not have predicted the consuming and lethal
turbulence about to materialize.
(TO BE CONTINUED...)
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Sentinels above Central Nevada
Surveying Camps Top Central Nevada’s Highest Peaks

Triangulation is a surveying technique that
John Muir is one of America’s best-known
determines distances using the properties of the
naturalists and he spent some of his early years
triangle. It was useful in the West as triangles
in Central Nevada. He had much experience
could be measured between high mountain
with mountaintops and that experience got him
peaks.
First,
the
a job as a guide for a
surveyor
would
national survey that
measure the exact
used
stations
on
length between two
mountaintops
for
points and establish
taking long range
a base line. From
measurements that
each of the end
established
the
th
points of the base
location of the 39
line they would then
parallel
between
1
measure the angle to
Utah and California.
a distant point using
That survey was a
a
theodolite
fundamental need
(surveyor’s instrument
for mining in Nevada,
consisting of a small
as it established the
telescope mounted
base lines necessary
The
thirty-ninth
parallel
of
latitude
runs
3,750
miles
from
Cape
May,
to rotate over a circle
to survey the state
2
to measure angles).
and
provide
legal New Jersey to Point Arena, California (Source: NOAA website).
The surveyor would then have a triangle with a
descriptions for land ownership. Remnants of
known length of one side and the two adjacent
those mountaintop survey stations still stand on
angles. Simple geometry provides the lengths of
some of the mountaintops in Central Nevada.
the other two sides.
By the early 1870’s significant portions of the
Triangulation involves repeating the process
Atlantic and Pacific coasts had been mapped
by building on the first triangle, creating a series
and Congress decided it was time to link the
of triangles. At least one side of each triangle is
two coasts with a major survey across the entire
also a side of an adjacent triangle. Plus, two
continent. As the country grew it became
sides of a triangle may form sides of adjacent
necessary to have a control line for the various
triangles. This system only required the surveyor
surveys in the expanding West. The job was
to measure the length of two base lines: the one
given to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
at the beginning of the series and the final line
and the portion from Salt Lake City to Central
when the system is closed. See how high
California was completed from 1871 to 1898.
mountain peaks could be useful in the process?
The Coast and Geodetic Survey eventually
became part of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA).
The Transcontinental Arc of Triangulation
The thirty-ninth parallel would be measured
using triangulation. This process allowed for
accurate measurement of ground distances
using geometry and saved much time and
effort in measuring actual lines on the ground.

Six interrelated triangles to illustrate triangulation process
(Source: NOAA website).2
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through the six triangles with only that first line
measured on the ground. In practice they
would measure the last line in a series for control
(to check accuracy).
This project along the thirty-ninth parallel
was called the Transcontinental Arc of
Triangulation.4 By 1901 the results of this project
would be the backbone of the fledgling
national network.5 The arc took nearly three
decades to measure and represents the first
scientific measurement of North America’s
width.6 It was one of longest arcs ever
measured.7 The arc passed through the center
of the West; it ran close to Kansas City, Denver,
Salt Lake City, and Reno. These triangles were
formed into various other geometric figures, like
hexagons and quadrilaterals, to provide control
along the line.
The California quadrilateral was already
established and the party easily found
“intervisible” mountaintops to the east of Lake
Tahoe. This triangulation would extend from
Stations would be on mountaintops that were visible from
California’s Coast Range to Utah’s Wasatch
other mountaintops; then the sides of the triangles could be
100 miles plus (Source: NOAA Photo Library).3
Range. A pentagon with angles meeting at
Genoa Peak was selected, with two hexagons
When large surveys are performed using the
to the west. The middle stations of this system
method, the curvature of the earth must be
were within a few miles of the thirty-ninth
factored in and the process is called geodetic
parallel.8 As orientation to the Nevada
triangulation.
triangulation series, Mount Lola, Round Top, and
The figure at the bottom of page 5 illustrates
Mount Conness are lofty peaks of the Sierra
how it works. All corners of the
Nevada Mountains. Mt. Lola is
triangles are mountaintops that
north of Donner Pass; Round
are visible from the adjacent
Top is south of Lake Tahoe;
mountaintops. Consider the
Mount Conness is northeast of
leftmost triangle. Any of the
Yosemite Valley. Pah Rah is just
lines could be measured, but
south of Pyramid Lake and is
assume the leftmost line is
the highest peak of Nevada’s
measured. If the surveyors had
Virginia Range. Lone Mountain
stations on the mountaintops,
is near Tonopah and Diamond
they could measure all three
Peak is near Eureka.
angles of the triangle. Go back
Triangulation
through
the
to high school geometry, one
Great Basin was easier than
side of a triangle and all three
through the Rocky Mountains.
angles means that the other
Mountains in the Great Basin
two sides can be calculated
were more widely spaced and
without ground measurement.
ran
with
a
north/south
Then also, one side of the next
orientation. “These singular
triangle is known from those
ranges, with their features
calculations. With three more
preserved for a hundred miles,
angles the sides of the next
would appear like solidified
triangle are calculated. The
waves crested through folding.
A heliotroper at work on a mountaintop
surveyors could work their way (Source: NOAA Photo Library).3
The corrugations, or parallel
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a mirror to reflect sunlight over great
distances to mark locations in land
surveys. The light of a heliotrope is
powerful and easily discernible by the
naked eye at distances of 150 miles. “On
long easterly and westerly oriented lines
the curious phenomenon of getting the
reflected sunlight thrown to the station at
which the sun was already below the
horizon, was frequently observed, and at
times lasted several minutes.”12 Many
heliotropers used a second mirror to
communicate between stations via
heliography, using the dots and dashes of
Morse code.
Lower camps were established at the
The Nevada series of triangles extended from Utah to the California
base of the mountain. Then timber was cut
Range. (Source: NOAA webpage; USC&G Special Pub. No. 4).9
and a pack trail was blasted out and
graded to the upper
ranges, seem to
camp. The pack trail
follow each other at
was usually five to ten
regular
intervals….
miles in distance
Their profile or crest
(involving between
lines are rugged and
3,000 and 7,000 feet
rocky and, in some
of elevation). A half
instances, difficult to
dozen pack mules
access.”10
would
haul
150
Usually only two
pounds each up the
stations
were
trail. Equipment and
occupied during a
supplies could total
season (roughly June
five tons, so it usually
to November) and
took two weeks to
often crews were
supply the camp. The
weather-bound by
station
had
a
storms in October.
3
A survey crew on the way to a mountaintop (Source: NOAA Library).
On Wheeler Peak the
crew encountered snowdrifts twelve feet
deep and temperatures of 20° below zero
Fahrenheit; they had to cut trenches in the
snowdrifts to make observations. The
Great
Basin
mountains
were
“characterized by stupendous masses of
mountains
with
intricate
summit
topography,” but the high mountains
allowed for triangulation on “an unusually
grand scale.”11 High elevations allowed for
some very large triangles with sides over
150 miles in length.
One triangle had a side of 183 miles. To
locate a target at those great distances
was especially difficult, but the problem
A portion of the trail that still remains on the way to Troy Peak (Source:
was solved by using a heliotrope. A
heliotrope is a surveying instrument that uses Greg Seymour).
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A typical mountaintop station
(Source: NOAA Photo Library).3

masonry or rock base and a stout canvas tent
top to break the wind. The theodolite
(instrument that measured the angles) would
be mounted on an iron position stand. The crew
lived near the station in tents, cabins, or
dugouts. In summertime thunderstorms were the
enemy of the stations. Crews would seek shelter
when they approached, for lightning
did hit the stations.
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described the station on Troy Peak and what
was left in place after the survey:
“White Pine, Nye County, Nevada;
established in 1879 by W. Eimbeck. This station is
located on the highest and boldest point of the
White Pine Range of mountains, called on
Lieutenant Wheeler’s map the Grant Range.
The local name for the point is Troy Peak. The
station is near the edge of a precipice; the
rocky bluff, at a distance of a few feet, falling
almost vertically for seven or eight hundred feet.
The geodetic point is marked by a five-eighths
by 4-inch copper bolt set in solid rock in the
center of the stone foundation for the
theodolite. . . The usual circular stone ring walls
surrounding the central and vertical circle
stations, the two stone-cabins used for living
purposes and the bolts and drills, to which the
guy ropes of the observing tents were fastened,
were left in position.”13
Today a good observer can still see the
trails going up to these peaks and those that
can make it up to the top can usually find at
least a station foundation. That is the case with
Troy Peak (identified as White Pine on the
Nevada series map). The trail is still there in
places and is especially obvious where blasting
and excavation took place. Not much of
station is still there, but the foundation is clearly
visible. The grand view is entirely intact and
would not vary much from the same view John
Muir had.

Remains on the Mountaintops
The only available transportation
was the Central Pacific Railroad and its
short branches that lay far north of the
project route. Materials and supplies
were transported by road and it was
necessary to carry water and fodder
for the horses and mules. Once the final
measurements were made at a station,
it was abandoned. Thus, there are still
stations atop many of Central
Nevada’s mountain ranges. Some are
still fairly intact; most are just a
foundation. But they stand as sentinels
The remains of the Troy Peak station, 2010. “The edge of precipice,” referred
of some the Great Basin’s grandest
views. The final report of the survey to earlier, is just feet from the station (Source: Greg Seymour).
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Which
mountaintops
in
Central
Nevada
have remains of
these stations? The
figure showing the
Nevada series of
triangles names the
mountaintops, but
often with the name
from the 1880’s,
rather
than
the
current name. Table
1 gives the current
mountaintop names
and locations and
the figure to the
right
shows
the
Central Nevada triangulation stations, numbers correspond to those in Table 1.
locations of the
stations on a map of
The carefully measured grid system that covers
Nevada and the triangulation system.
the West was not put down by nature; men on
burros and horses had to cross the wildest West
Table 1. Central Nevada mountaintops with station remains
from the 39th parallel triangulation.
to locate known survey points. Climb on top of
any the peaks in the triangulation map; they are
No. Station
Location
now the sentinels of the West’s greatest views.
1
White Pine Troy Peak, highest and
Authors
boldest peak on Grant
Thomas J. Straka is a professor emeritus of
Range
forestry at Clemson University in South Carolina.
2
Pioche
22 ½ miles east of Pioche
Gregory R. Seymour is a research associate at
on Government Peak
The Great Basin Institute.
3
Lone
15 miles west of Tonopah
Mountain
on southwest summit of
Endnotes
Lone Mountain
1
John Muir (William Frederic Badè, ed.), Steep
4
Mount
4 miles northwest of east
Trails (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918):
Conness
gate
Yosemite
Park,
154-203.
highest peak: Mt. Conness
2
This figure is from a NOAA website that
5
Wheeler
Wheeler Peak on Snake
explains
triangulation
in
detail
at
Peak
Range, western/ highest
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/foundati
prong of double peak
ons/spatial/side2_spatial.html.
6
Toiyabe
Highest
and
boldest
3
The NOAA Photo Library contains a catalog
Dome
southern
extremity
of
on
the Coast and Geodetic Survey at:
Toiyabe Range, Arc Dome
https://photolib.noaa.gov/Collections/Coast7
Mount
West of Walker Lake,
Geodetic-Survey/Geodesy.
Grant
central of 3 peaks that
4
Triangulation and the Transcontinental Arc
form summit of Mt. Grant
of Triangulation are explained on NOAA
8
Round Top 20 miles south of Lake
website (The Foundations of the National
Tahoe, pinnacle of Round
Spatial Reference System) at
Top Mountain
http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/foundati
ons/spatial.
The remains of these stations are still there,
waiting for an avid explorer to discover them.
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Let’s Bust Bezos
WHEN SHOPPING ON AMAZON, PLEASE USE
smile.amazon.com NOT “AMAZON.COM”.
YOUR SHOPPING EXPERIENCE WILL BE
EXACTLY THE SAME: SAME PRODUCTS, SAME
PRICES, SAME EVERYTHING.
EXCEPT, AMAZON WILL DONATE 0.5% OF
YOUR ELIGIBLE PURCHASES TO THE NON-PROFIT
OF YOUR CHOICE, AT NO COST TO YOU. (WE
HOPE YOU SELECT US.)
SELECT “TONOPAH HISTORIC MINING PARK
FOUNDATION” IN THE “SUPPORTING” AREA.

Tonopah Historic Mining Park Foundation

Star on map marks the entrance to the Tonopah Historic Mining Park

A large gate marks the ENTRANCE TO THE TONOPAH HISTORIC MINING PARK, located
behind the MIZPAH HOTEL, just after the Mizpah’s parking area. Drive up to the Visitor Center and
check in there to begin your historical mining adventure.

